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The Blue Sky of YAMAMURA Bocho
―Poets in Landscapes―
KUNORI Junko
    The purpose of this paper is to consider a history of expressions on Blue Sky briefly in mod-
ern Japanese poetries. Blue Sky is the key elements of landscapes for modern Japanese poets. 
Especially, the poets in the Taish? era, Yamamura Bocho, used them in his characteristic and 
symbolic way. Expressions of Blue Sky developed as follows:
    ?1?  During the twenties in the Meiji era, European literature was translated into Japanese
??Aibiki? and Omokage?.The delicate description and observation of nature deviated from the 
traditional Waka?s????forms.They had significant effects on younger generations.
    ?2?  Kunikida Doppo was influenced by?Aibiki?and took notice of the movement of clouds. He 
described Blue Sky as the Fundamentals of Nature which are constantly changing ??????.
    ?3?  William Wordsworth?s Romanticism, which projects person?s feelings onto landscapes, 
had an influence on Wakayama Bokusui and Ishikawa Takuboku as well as Doppo. Bokusui sym-
bolized Blue Sky as his solitude, while Takuboku represented them as his awareness in relation 
to Time and Society. In the end of Meiji era, Blue Sky became the symbol of internal emotions. 
    ?4?  In the Taish? era, Bocho expressed Blue Sky as his embodied ideal world . Bocho was 
Christian. He expressed them as the conflict between body and soul, and finally, his Blue Sky 
sublimated into the symbol of life. Moreover, it was Senge Motomaro who symbolized Blue Sky 
as the blessed world like Bocho. Motomaro?s Blue Sky was regarted as a standard landscape in 
modern Japanese poetries. 
? 155 ?
